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Abstract

Background:The likelihood of recurrence in patients with breast cancer who have HER2-positive tumors is
relatively high, although trastuzumab is a remarkably effective drug in this setting. Signal transducer and act
of transcription 3 protein (STAT3), a transcription factor that is persistently tyrosine-705 phosphorylated (pST
response to numerous oncogenic signaling pathways, activates downstream proliferative and anti-apoptotic
pathways. We hypothesized that pSTAT3 expression in HER2-positive breast cancer will confer trastuzumab re

Methods: We integrated reverse phase protein array (RPPA) and gene expression data from patients with
HER2-positive breast cancer treated with trastuzumab in the adjuvant setting.

Results:We show that a pSTAT3-associated gene signature (pSTAT3-GS) is able to predict pSTAT3 status in a
independent dataset (TCGA; AUC = 0.77,P= 0.02). This suggests that STAT3 induces a characteristic set of gene
expression changes in HER2-positive cancers. Tumors characterized as high pSTAT3-GS were associated wit
trastuzumab resistance (log rankP= 0.049). These results were confirmed using data from the prospective, random
controlled FinHer study, where the effect was especially prominent in HER2-positive estrogen receptor (ER)-ne
tumors (interaction testP= 0.02). Of interest, constitutively activated pSTAT3 tumors were associated with loss o
elevated IL6, and stromal reactivation.

Conclusions:This study provides compelling evidence for a link between pSTAT3 and trastuzumab resistance i
HER2-positive primary breast cancers. Our results suggest that it may be valuable to add agents targeting the
pathway to trastuzumab for treatment of HER2-positive breast cancer.
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Background
Trastuzumab is a remarkably effective therapy for p
tients with HER2-positive breast cancers, both in th
metastatic and adjuvant settings [1–3]. However, not all
women with tumors expressing high levels of HER2 r
spond to trastuzumab. Several potential mechanisms
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explain trastuzumab resistance have been proposed,
cluding loss of PTEN, excessive signaling through t
insulin-like growth factor-I receptor, or expression o
p95HER2, a truncated form of the HER2 receptor that h
kinase activity but lacks the extracellular trastuzuma
binding domain [4, 5].

Signal transducer and activator of transcription pro
teins (STATs) are latent cytoplasmic proteins that form
functional dimers with each other when activated b
tyrosine phosphorylation, upon which they transloca
to the nucleus to regulate the expression of genes
binding to specific elements within gene promoter
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showed that CADM2 was associated with various personality traits, 
with the risk variant being associated with reduced anxiety, neuroticism 
and conscientiousness and with increased risk-taking15. Taken together, 
these findings suggest that risk variants in CADM2 are associated with 
a broad profile of a risk-taking, optimistic and care-free personality15. 
Cannabis use has previously been associated with related personality 
traits, including high levels of impulsivity and novelty seeking30,31.

NCAM1 (neural cell adhesion molecule 1) also encodes a cell 
adhesion protein and is member of the immunoglobulin superfam-
ily. The encoded protein is involved in cell–matrix interactions and 
cell differentiation during development32. NCAM1 is located in the 
NCAM1–TTC12–ANKK1–DRD2 gene cluster, which is related to 
neurogenesis and dopaminergic neurotransmission. This gene cluster  
has been associated with smoking, alcohol use and illicit drug 
use12,33–35 and has been implicated in psychiatric disorders, such as 
schizophrenia and mood disorders36,37.

A putatively novel finding comprises the 16p11.2 region 
(identified in the SNP and gene-based tests of association and in 
S-PrediXcan analysis). Deletions and duplications in this region 
have previously been reported to be associated with autism and 
schizophrenia38,39, while a common 16p11.2 inversion underlies 
susceptibility to asthma and obesity40. The inversion explains a 
substantial proportion of variability in expression of multiple 
genes in this region, including TUFM and SH2B140. Given the 
high LD in this region and high levels of coexpression of the dif-
ferentially expressed genes, follow-up studies will be needed to 
determine which genes are functionally driving the association 
with cannabis use.

Several of the top genes from the gene-based and/or S-PrediXcan 
analyses have previously shown an association with other traits, 
including schizophrenia (for example, TUFM, NCAM1), body 
mass index or obesity (for example, SH2B1, APOBR, ATXN2L), 
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Fig. 2 | Regional plots of the genome-wide significant SNPs. Underlined in yellow are the genes that were significant in the gene-based test (tested 
two-sided; P��  �2.74 �   10–6, Bonferroni corrected threshold of P��  �0.05 adjusted for 18,293 tests); underlined in green are the genes that were identified 
in the S-PrediXcan analysis only (P��  �1.92 �   10–7, Bonferroni corrected threshold of P��  �0.05 adjusted for 259,825 tests). Colors of the dots indicate 
the level of LD (blue for low and red for high LD) with the lead SNP (purple; independent defined as R2��  �0.1, window size 250�kb).
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Fig. 3 pSTAT3 and pSTAT3-GS are associated with PTEN loss and stromal reactivation.a pSTAT3 is associated with PTEN loss. Heatmap representation
of the correlations between the RPPA values in the Responsify dataset. Cells are colored according to Pearson correlation coefficient values, with green
indicating positive correlation and red negative correlations.b pSTAT3-GS is associated with stromal reactivation. The heatmap reflects the hierarchic
clustering of pairwise correlations between different gene signatures in the Responsify dataset. Cells are colored according to Pearson correlation
coefficient values, with green indicating positive correlation and red negative correlations.c The heatmap of the top significantly enriched genes in
PAM50-identified patients with HER2-positive breast cancer annotated in the TCGA (P<0.001, fold >1), selected according to the high or low RPPA
expression level of pSTAT3. Cells are colored according to the gene expression values, with green indicating positive correlation and red negative
correlation.d pSTAT3-GS correlates with histological stromal reactivation. Histological sections showing breast tumors containing low (+), intermediate
(++), and high (+++) reactive stroma. Heatmap shows correlation of reactive stromal content with clinical pathological parameters (not significant) and
correlation with different gene signatures including stromal signature and pSTAT3-GS. * Negative correlation,Pvalues were assessed using
Mann� Whitney test
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which is the principal cytokine pathway through whic
STAT3 is activated in breast cancer and a surrogate
stromal reactivation (Additional file 8: Figure S3).

Supportive findings have been reported for the TCG
dataset, in which HER2-positive breast cancers (ba
on the PAM50 classification) were analyzed according
their proteomic pSTAT3 status using the C-bio porta
web server [23]. pSTAT3-positive tumors were asso
ated with stromal reactivation genes, including high e
pression of POSTN, SRPX2, ADAM12, DACT1, an
ADAMT6S (Fold >1,P <0.001; Fig. 3c).

Finally, to determine whether the pSTAT3-GS an
stromal signatures are associated with histological-
pathological stromal reactivation in HER2-positiv
f

d

patients, we performed a blinded examination of th
Responsify frozen sections. For each sample, the p
portions of reactive stroma were evaluated by two p
thologists. Tumors were divided into three groups o
the basis of the amount of reactive stroma. Compa
son of the histological data showed a positive asso
ation of pSTAT3-GS and the different stromal gen
signatures with the amount of reactive stroma, whi
the PTEN gene signature was negatively associa
with reactive stroma (Fig. 3d).

Overall, these data suggest that there is a potential l
between IL6-pSTAT3-PTEN loss, stroma reactivatio
and primary trastuzumab resistance in HER2-positi
primary breast cancers.
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Discussion
In this study, we integrated RPPA and gene express
data in order to interrogate the pSTAT3 signal transdu
tion pathway in HER2-positive breast cancer. Specifica
we sought to determine whether constitutive STAT3 path
way activation could be responsible for primary resistan
to trastuzumab in this breast cancer type. We observ
that STAT3 phosphorylation was associated with a distin
gene expression signature for STAT3 pathway activati
and that this pSTAT3-GS was associated with trastuzum
resistance in two independent datasets. To our knowled
ours is one of the first studies to use such a methodolo
and to demonstrate that an RPPA-based gene express
signature may reflect the proteomic activation status
samples. One of the strengths of our study is that it us
gene expression data from a prospective clinical trial th
randomized patients with HER2-positive breast cancer
receive treatment with or without trastuzumab.

Two recently published papers have used the gene
same approach to link upstream signaling pathways
downstream transcriptional response by exploiting RPP
and mRNA expression in breast cancer, demonstrati
the robustness of this approach [28, 29].

A few studies have suggested that the activation of
IL6 inflammatory loop through STAT3 mediates trastu
zumab resistance in HER2-positive breast cancer
expanding the cancer stem cell population and by pr
moting epithelial-mesenchymal transition [21, 30, 31
While these studies focused on pre-clinical acquired r
sistance, in our study we provide evidence for prima
resistance in the clinical adjuvant setting. Moreover, w
identified STAT3 activation in a subset of patients wit
PTEN loss, suggesting that novel strategies to block
Fig. 4 Model. There is a potential link between IL6-pSTAT3-PTEN lo
primary breast cancers
n

,

,

,

n

t

l

y

STAT3 pathway in combination with trastuzumab treat
ment may be especially relevant in PTEN- deleted bre
cancer. The functional importance of IL6-STAT3 activa
tion in PTEN-deleted HER2-positive breast cancer w
demonstrated in a study showing that the IL6R antibod
alone or in combination with trastuzumab, decrease
the cancer stem cell population and inhibited develo
ment of distant metastasis [21].

Recent studies have also highlighted the importance
the tumor micro-environment, such as stromal cells,
breast cancer prognosis and chemotherapy efficacy, p
ticularly within the HER2-positive subgroup [24, 25, 27
A mechanistic explanation for this phenomenon wa
demonstrated in an article showing that the IL6-STAT
pathway drives tumor progression through the strom
and metastatic niche [31]. The positive correlation
IL6 and pSTAT3 with stromal reactivation signatures i
our study supports the notion that this phenomenon oc
curs in HER2-positive human specimens. Given th
levels of pSTAT3 are highest on the leading edge of
mors in association with stromal and endothelial cells,
is possible that samples that are pSTAT3-GS and st
mal signature-positive in our study contain more mate
ial from the tumor edge or stroma. Indeed, the Yoshia
stromal signature [26], which represents the fraction
“normal” stromal cells in tumor tissue, also correlate
positively with the pSTAT3-GS. Nevertheless, pSTAT
GS still has the independent ability to predict resistan
to trastuzumab.

In our study, the predictive role of pSTAT3 was con
fined to the ER-negative group while the ER-positi
group showed an opposite pattern, although not signi
cant. A possible explanation is that in the ER-positi
ss, stromal reactivation, and primary trastuzumab resistance in HER2-positive
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group, different signal transduction pathways are i
volved in the activation of STAT3. Indeed, in a rece
bioinformatics analysis, it was shown that low prolifera
ing luminal breast cancers were much more likely
possess a high pSTAT3 phenotype [29]. In addition, an
lyzing tissue microarrays from breast cancer patien
showed that pSTAT3 was associated with better pro
nosis [12, 13, 32]. These observations suggest t
pSTAT3 may have different activators and targets in t
different breast cancer subtypes. Although we used p
spective randomized data in our study, the cohort fro
the FinHer trial was relatively small. We therefore a
knowledge the need for further validation using a larg
number of patients.

Conclusions
Overall, we propose that the STAT3-stromal feed-forwa
loop, which can be enhanced by PTEN loss, is predict
of primary trastuzumab resistance (model; Fig. 4). If co
firmed by future large prospective, randomized, controlle
studies, inhibiting the IL6-STAT3 pathway [33] may be
valuable addition to trastuzumab treatment of primar
HER2-positive breast cancer, especially those that
PTEN deficient.
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Additional file 1: Table S1A. Responsify clinical and pathological data

Additional file 2: Figure S1. CONSORT diagram FinHer trial.

Additional file 3: Table S1B. FinHer clinical and pathological data.

Additional file 4: Table S2. Differences in platforms and
methodologies between the different sets.

Additional file 5: Figure S2. Schematic description of pSTAT3 gene
signature building and assessment. (A) For 51 HER2-positive sample
the Responsify dataset we considered two sample groups with clear
pSTAT3�up� and �down� expression. (B) We compared gene expression
profiles obtained from pSTAT3 positive (fourth quartile) and pSTAT3
negative (first quartile) samples using a two-samplet-test. Overall, 123
genes were significantly (fdr≤0.05) and differentially expressed between
pSTAT3-positive and pSTAT3-negative tumors. (C) ROC curve demons
predictive ability of the pSTAT3-GS as a continuous variable to predict
pSTAT3 RPPA proteomic data in HER2-positive tumors in the TCGA
repository. (D) Analysis of gene expression datasets comparing the gen
(probes) of the STAT3 RPPA signatures from Responsify (blue) and gen
whose expression were measured in the TCGA set (yellow) and the FinH
set (green).

Additional file 6: Table S3. pSTAT3 gene signature.

Additional file 7: Table S4. Enrichment analysis of the pSTAT3-GS
genes when compared to Gene Ontology (GO) and oncogenic signatu
available on the BROAD GSEA web server.

Additional file 8: Figure S3. Scatter plot of the gene expression of IL6
as a function of the gene expression of the pSTAT3-GS signature in t
Responsify dataset.
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